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By David Horspool

Amberley Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Alfred the Great, David
Horspool, The discovery earlier this year in Winchester of human remains, almost certainly of Alfred
the Great or his eldest son, has sparked renewed interest in England's most celebrated monarch.
King Alfred's historical achievements, saving his kingdom from invasion by marauding Vikings and
attempting both to expand and educate his realm, made him the founding mythic figure of
England. The only English sovereign ever to be called 'the Great' - despite the fact that he was never
even king of all England - Alfred used to be remembered as much through the stories told about
him as his recorded accomplishments. This book offers a vivid picture of Alfred and his England, a
place snatched from extinction at the hands of Viking invaders, but also of the way that history is
written, and how much myth has to do with that. The book brings this story right up to date with
the tale of the strange journey of Alfred's mortal remains, and their final discovery in his capital of
Winchester.
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A top quality publication as well as the font utilized was fascinating to read. It is among the most incredible pdf i actually have read through. I am easily
could get a pleasure of looking at a created publication.
-- Scot Howe-- Scot Howe

I actually began reading this article book. It is actually filled with wisdom and knowledge I realized this pdf from my i and dad recommended this
publication to learn.
-- Rhea  Toy-- Rhea  Toy
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